
Improvement In health, education and trade are essential for the development of poorer 
nations. However, the governments of richer nations should take more responsibility for 
helping the poorer nation in such areas. To what extent do you agree or disagree with this 
opinion?

Different countries have various styles, circumstances and opportunities of life. In this way, the 
globe has been divided into two categories: poor countries and rich ones. An attitude is that 
each nation is responsible for its deleterious or constructive condition. Nonetheless, some 
believe it is incumbent on advanced countries to help the poorer. 

That insisting on the impoverished countries to stand on their own feet has been manifested 
as a moral action is acceptable. It, however, is a double-edged sword according to the purpose 
of helping. These days, some greater and more powerful countries are attempting to get poor 
ones rid of low life qualitiyes like poverty, illiteracy, war or natural disastrous phenomena 
whereas there is no financial gain/not such a financial merits for them. Indeed, their effort is 
for both the humanity and a peaceful future. One the other hand, a number of nations claim 
that they are doing their best in order to help countries that are in trouble ,but not only do not 
they not release them from problems, but also put them under more pressure. For instance, 
many decades ago Russia had alleged to aid Iran to reachin reaching advancement, but the 
more time passed the more Russian troops entered Iran and more interferences were 
produced.

Despite the demerits of foreign countries’ assistance, associations like UNICEF and UNESCO are 
applying themselves to promote the standard levels of life for third-world countries, especially 
in Africa. Status quo disorders have influenced a great number of children's health and these 
communities are removing the obstacles of for a better life for these defenddefenceless-less, 
innocent little creatures to achieve success in future, albeit lots of deprivations. 

To sum up, I opine although the aids of richer countries can play the role of a divine gift to 
poorer nations, each of us is responsible for our own destiny as human beings. The more 
responsibility toward our life, the more prosperity and independence. 


